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ABSTRACT

Introduction: World Trade Center (WTC)
responders who aided in the search and rescue
efforts are now at midlife, and evidence has

demonstrated that many are experiencing early-
onset cognitive impairment and are at risk of
developing dementia, such as Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD). According to the recent NIA-AA
framework, AD is characterized by a neu-
ropathological cascade commencing with b-
amyloid deposition (A), followed by tauopathy
(T) and neurodegeneration (N). However, the
ATN model has not been replicated utilizing
recently validated plasma-based biomarkers,
and the role of the Ab40 subtype in A is not well
understood. This study examined plasma-based
neuropathological markers of Ab42 and Ab40 for
A, total tau for T, and NfL for N in a cohort of
World Trade Center responders at midlife in
order to determine the role for the two b-amy-
loid subtypes in the ATN model.
Methods: Ultrasensitive Simoa technology was
utilized to measure neuropathology in plasma
collected from a consecutive clinical sample
(n =398). Generalized structural equation model-
ing was utilized for modeling linkages between
pathological markers. Model fit was utilized to
determine proposed directions of association.
Results: Our findings support the ATN neu-
ropathological cascade model of AD and further
identify an associative role for Ab40 in A as
playing a central role linking T to N. A strong
correlation was found between CI and age, and
it was found that women may be at increased
risk of elevated T levels, with plasma NfL levels
higher in responders with CI. Notably, our
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model reported associations between: Ab42, CI
and N; Ab40, T and N; T and CI; Ab42 and Ab40.
Conclusions: The current ATN model of AD
does not specify the subtype of b-amyloid to be
considered, which may be overlooking the dif-
ferential roles that these two subtypes serve in
the pathogenesis of AD.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease; ATN; b-
Amyloid; Cognitive impairment; Dementia;
Tau; Neurofilament light; Pathway analysis;
Plasma; World Trade Center

Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

World Trade Center (WTC) responders
are experiencing early-onset cognitive
impairment and are at risk of developing
dementia, such as Alzheimer’s disease
(AD).

This study examined the application of
the NIA-AA framework for AD using
Simoa plasma-based neuropathological
markers of Ab42 and Ab40 for Amyloid,
total tau for Tau and NfL for
Neurodegeneration (ATN) in 398 WTC
responders.

What was learned from the study?

Our findings support the ATN
neuropathological cascade model of AD in
WTC responders and identified a novel
role for Ab40 in the ATN framework.

Plasma measures of ATN are a viable
biomarker for assessing peripheral
neuropathology underlying the cognitive
impairment observed in WTC responders.

This study highlights that AD
pathogenesis has different contributions
from the each of the two b-amyloid
subtypes, which the current ATN model
does not specify.

INTRODUCTION

The World Trade Center (WTC) responders who
aided in the search, rescue and recovery opera-
tions during and after the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001, endured extraordinarily
stressful experiences. Our work has demon-
strated that these exposures resulted in high
levels of chronic post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) in WTC responders that were associated
with increased incidence of cognitive impair-
ment (CI) [1–8], which can be prodromal to
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [9–11].

AD is the sixth most common underlying
cause of death [12]. AD has a long prodromal
phase, with molecular, structural and func-
tional changes commencing decades prior to
the onset of observable symptoms. According to
the recent National Institute on Aging–Alzhei-
mer’s Association (NIA-AA) framework [9–11],
AD is characterized by progressive accumulation
of an underlying neuropathological cascade
commencing with b-amyloid deposition
(A) [13], followed by tauopathy (T) [14] and
neurodegeneration (N) [9], the extent and stage
of which can be diagnosed by changes in A, T
and N (Fig. 1).

The preclinical phase of AD is characterized
by cognitive decline and commences in midlife
up to 20 years before clinical diagnosis [15, 16].
However, whilst neuroimaging studies are pro-
pelling AD research forward [11], they are nev-
ertheless limited in the number of ways that
they can examine A, T or N, given that such
studies are costly and thus employ relatively
small samples of older adults who are willing
and able to undergo neuroimaging scans subject
to radiation exposure from positron emission
tomography (PET) radioligands. The recruit-
ment of smaller and older age groups limits the
collection and analysis of important informa-
tion about critical time points for intervention.
In addition, imaging studies are further limited
by necessary exclusion criteria such as anxiety
and/or claustrophobia, unsafe metal implants,
or high body mass. Moreover, whilst imaging
studies are able to identify A, T or N, they are
unable to differentiate between the two main
Ab subtypes (Ab40 and Ab42) known to be
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implicated in AD. These important limitations
highlight the need for implementing cost-ef-
fective and larger-sampled investigative modal-
ities that can replicate imaging studies to better
address the etiology and neuropathology
depicted in the ATN model for AD.

As a solution to the above limitations, recent
work supports the use of plasma-based measures
for measuring A, T and N, utilizing protein
distribution levels of Ab42, Ab40 [17, 18], total
tau for T [19, 20] and neurofilament-light (NfL)
for N [21–24]. The main objective of this study
was to determine the extent to which plasma-
based measures for A42, A40 T and N support the
existing ATN model of AD neuropathological
changes in a larger, age-heterogeneous World
Trade Center (WTC) responder sample of men
and women at midlife [25]. Additionally, since
little is known about the role of Ab40 in A, a
second aim of this effort was to further charac-
terize the extent to which Ab40 is involved in
the ATN model.

METHODS

Setting

Since 2002, the WTC Health Program (WTCHP)
has monitored WTC responders. Eligibility for
the program is overseen by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [26].
These responders are now in their mid-50s, with
the expected signs of senescence having already
commenced. Considering the expected risks
surrounding the aging process, prior work has
noted that, compared with population norms,
responders have a high prevalence of cognitive
impairment at baseline [27] and incidence of
mild cognitive impairment at follow-up [28].
Additionally, responders report greater memory
dysfunction [7], and exhibit poor muscular
strength [4], with an increased risk of physical
functional limitations in neuro-associated
movements [1].

Fig. 1 Theoretical ATN research framework model show-
ing a pathological cascade commencing with cognitively
normal (CN) and linking b-amyloid (A), tau (T) and
neurodegeneration (N) with cognitive impairment (CI) in
Alzheimer’s disease, as well as the contributing relevant risk
and protective factors. This model has been adapted from

the Sperling model [10] and updated to account for the
NIA-AA Alzheimer’s disease research framework [9, 11].
Ab b-amyloid, T tauopathy, N neurodegeneration
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Ethics

The present study received approval from the
Stony Brook Institutional Review Board (IRB,
CORIHS #604113). All participants provided
written informed consent, and this study was
performed in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration of 1964 and its later amendments.

Plasma Collection

Blood plasma was acquired from 451 WTC
responders in the first 5 months of 2019 during
their annual cognitive monitoring protocol [8].
To control for sampling homogeneity, we
excluded assays from 11 responders: eight due
to the unsuccessful detection of certain neu-
ropathological values, one for presenting with a
history of stroke, and two with cognitive
assessments that were deemed invalid. In total,
the final analytical sample consisted of 398
responders whose background was viable and
homogeneous for the purposes of this study.
Age in years at time of blood draw and sex were
also recorded.

Whole blood samples were collected in K2-
EDTA blood collection tubes (BD Vacutainer,
Franklin Lakes, NJ) and subsequently placed on
ice, followed by centrifugation at 2000g for
15 min at 4 �C. Plasma samples were then sep-
arated and subsequently placed in polyethylene
tubes, prior to being stored at -80 �C pending
transportation. Plasma samples were then
transported in dry ice packages to be assayed at
QuanterixTM labs in Billerica, Massachusetts.

Biomarker Measures

We followed standard QuanterixTM protocols,
whereby concentrations of neuropathological
biomarkers in the plasma were analyzed by
Simoa digital biomarker detection technology, a
bead-based enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay for multiplex detection of proteins and
nucleic acids at the lowest possible levels. The
assay included monoclonal anti-Ab 40, anti-
Ab42, anti-total tau and anti-NfL antibodies, and
lower limits of detection were set according to
Quanterix protocols at 0.196, 0.045, 0.019 and

0.104 pg/ml, respectively. Samples were auto-
diluted at 49, and biomarker concentrations
were calculated by utilizing data from two
control subjects; none of our sampled assays
presented below the lower limits of detection.
In addition to the above biomarker measures,
we considered that b-amyloid burden is
increasingly being calculated by utilizing the
Ab42/Ab40 ratio, where a lower ratio is believed
to be more highly involved in the pathogenesis
and neuropathology associated with AD [29].
However, for the present report, we further
determined that co-adjustment for Ab42 and
Ab40 in a statistical model is more efficient than
just creating the ratio, and because our mea-
sures provide a stronger predictive model in line
with prior pathological work, our analysis
reports on both the Ab42/Ab40 ratio and on Ab42

and Ab40 as independent predictors.

Cognitive Impairment Status

The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is
routinely utilized in the WTCHP to identify
neurocognitive symptoms in the WTC cohort
and can distinguish between cognitively nor-
mal (CN) and CI with high specificity and sen-
sitivity [30] by utilizing a cutoff score of\23
for CI [31, 32].

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics for all demographic and
clinical variables are provided, including vari-
ables such as MoCA scores and plasma levels for
Ab42, Ab40, T and N, and the Ab40/Ab42 ratio, all
of which were stratified by age groups, in addi-
tion to multiple individual one-way ordinary
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with model fit
tests to explore linear trends. We also stratified
the responder sample into gender and then
separately into CI versus CN status and applied
multiple one-per-row unpaired t test analyses.
Multiple comparisons were controlled by false
discovery rate determined by using a two-stage
linear step-up procedure from Benjamini, Krie-
ger and Yekutieli, with Q = 5%. Each row was
analyzed individually, without assuming a
consistent SD. Results are reported as bar
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graphs, with error bars representing either
standard deviation (SD), standard error of the
mean (SEM), difference of means and standard
error of the difference (SED), as noted in the text
and figures.

We hypothesized that b-amyloid, tau and
neurodegeneration neuropathology seen in AD
and resulting cognitive impairment follows the
ATN neuropathological cascade model. There-
fore, we tested the predictive power of that
model in these data using generalized structural
equation modeling (GSEM) [33]. GSEM is
unique in allowing the examination of associa-
tions between predictors and multiple out-
comes in a flexible environment that permits
the incorporation of outcomes that are not
multivariate-normal. Notably, GSEM permits
the analysis of count data that are right-skewed
using log-linear Poisson regression [34] and
furthermore allows for log-binomial models to
then model multivariable-adjusted risk ratios in
epidemiological data [35]. Results are reported
graphically, and nonlinear assumptions were
denoted using sub-textual boxes, along with
estimated beta-coefficients (B), standard errors
(SE) and p values (p). Since GSEM does not allow
for many of the model comparisons normally
used with structural equation modeling (SEM),
such as the root mean square error of approxi-
mation (RMSEA), model fit was evaluated by
using both Akaike and Bayesian information
criteria (AIC/BIC).

Because a central goal for this analysis was to
test multiple pathological cascades, we utilized
model fit to compare between possible neu-
ropathological models by comparing model fit
statistics to arrive at final models. In all models,
demographic indicators (age/sex) were included
if they were significantly associated with out-
comes and model fit. Since existing models do
not clarify the temporal linkages between Ab40

and Ab42, we relied on an assumption-free
modeling approach. Specifically, all models
incorporated Ab40, Ab42, T and N as possible
outcomes, and pathway directions were allowed
to continue in either direction (i.e. Ab42 ? Ab40,
and the reverse), with the only condition being
that bidirectional or cyclic associations were not
allowed. Model fit also examined directionality,
and DA/BIC was calculated to show the level of

difference in model fit, noting that smaller
A/BIC values indicate better fit. The best-fitting
bidirectional pairings were included in the sat-
urated model. Nonsignificant associations were
excluded from the model sequentially, and the
likelihood ratio test was used to compare the
smaller model to the saturated model. The final
model shown here includes all associations
between predictors and outcomes that were
deemed, using model fit, to be necessary to
understand the underlying processes. Once the
final model was identified, sensitivity analyses
examined model fit by removing nonsignificant
pathways. However, pathways were included,
even if nonsignificant, if their removal reduced
model fit. Finally, calculation of the predictive
power of the derived model in predicting the
risk of CI utilized the ratio of relative risks to
compare the unadjusted risk ratio (RR) to the
adjusted risk ratio (aRR). Analyses were com-
pleted using Stata 15/SE (StataCorp) and Prism 8
(Graphpad) software.

RESULTS

Sample characteristics are described in Table 1.
Responders were predominantly male and on
average at midlife when blood samples were
collected. Approximately 13% of responders in
this sample had CI (Table 1). Stratification by
age groups further revealed significant linear
trends between each age group mean from left
to right order for every variable under investi-
gation (Fig. 2). Stratification by biological sex
revealed that T (pg/ml) was significantly higher
in females 0.49 (SE = 0.152) than males,
p = 0.001, which survived FDR (Fig. 3). Stratifi-
cation by cognitive status revealed that
responders with CI had (1) higher age (years):
?3.09, SED = 1.21, p = 0.011, q = 0.011; (2)
lower Ab42 (pg/ml): -1.08, SED = 0.385,
p =0.005, q = 0.010; (3) higher Ab40:Ab42: ?9,
SED = 3.26, p = 0.0175, q = 0.010; and (4)
higher N (pg/ml): ?1.53, SED = 0.788,
p = 0.054, q = 0.042, all of which survived FDR
set at Q = 5% (Fig. 4).

The AIC and BIC were minimized for the
model commencing with Ab42 but flowing
through Ab40 (Table 2). Results from the best-
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fitting model suggest that age played an inde-
pendent role in predicting Ab40, Ab42, T and N
distribution and that female responders had

higher levels of T. Our results support the pro-
posed ATN framework view insofar as
Ab42 ? T ? N; however, our findings suggest a

Fig. 2 Stratification by five age groups revealed significant
linear trends between each age group mean from left to
right order, as discovered by running an independent one-
way ordinary ANOVA test for each variable. b beta
coefficient for slope, SE standard error of slope. Data bars
represent means, with error bars as the standard error of
the mean. Y axis values are log10 (x)-transformed for
comparative presentation

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for a WTC responder sample at midlife

Age
(years)

MoCA
(score)

Ab42 (pg/
ml)

Ab40 (pg/
ml)

Ab40/Ab42
(ratio)

Total tau (pg/
ml)

NfL (pg/
ml)

25% Percentile 49 24 8.01 196 20.7 1.18 6.61

Median 54 26 9.63 219 22.6 1.61 8.54

75% Percentile 59 27 11.2 247 26 2.05 11.7

Range 43 15 19.9 335 434 4.09 32.5

Mean (SD) 54.3 (8.1) 25.4 (2.73) 9.71 (2.59) 225 (44.5) 25.2 (21.9) 1.67 (0.685) 10 (5.28)

Sample size n = 398

CI

(MoCA\ 23)

n = 51 (12.81%)

Female n = 21 (5.28%)

SD standard deviation, CI cognitive impairment, pg/ml picograms per milliliter

Fig. 3 Stratification by biological sex with multiple
unpaired t test analyses revealed a significantly higher
difference in T pg/ml: 0.49 (SED = 0.152) in females
versus males, p = 0.001***, which survived FDR set at
Q = 5%. Data bars represent means, with error bars as
standard deviations. SED standard error of the difference.
Y axis values are log10 (x)-transformed for comparative
presentation
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more intricate process indicating that Ab40

independently played a central, if late, role in
linking T and N (Fig. 3). Examining the utility of
demographic factors (age/sex), Ab40, Ab42, T and
N as predictors of CI in these data revealed that
age, Ab42 and T were independently associated
with risk of CI (Fig. 3). Effect size calculations
suggested that the risk of CI in responders
increased by 30% per standard deviation (SD)
reduction in Ab42 (aRR = 1.30, [1.11–1.53]), and
by 24% per SD increase in T (aRR = 1.24
[1.05–1.49]). The likelihood ratio test showed
no loss of information in the model presented
here as compared with the saturated model

(v2
9 = -9.90, p = 1.000) (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the AD pathological
ATN framework cascade utilizing novel high-
sensitivity plasma-based measures of neu-
ropathology collected in a sample of WTC
responders. Demographic correlations were
interesting, as CI strongly associated with age,
but more so that women may be at increased
risk of T. There is currently sparse prior work to
suggest that sex should act as a predictive ele-
ment for the distribution and accumulation of
tau, other than a neuroimaging study showing
elevated T in female APOE4 carriers [36].

An important goal of this study was to dis-
entangle how the two b-amyloid subtypes, Ab42

and Ab40, flow through the ATN model; thus we
examined a more refined Ab40, Ab42, T and N
cascade model of AD. Our findings provide
strong support for the Ab42 ? T ? N model,
with biological sex differences indicating that
the pathogenesis of T differs among female
responders and that Ab42 is associated with an
increased risk of CI, which supports the
translocation theory of A42 from the periphery
into the brain [37], as responders with CI had
lower raw mean plasma levels. However, we also
report that Ab40 offers an intermediary role
linking the proliferation of T with changes in N,
which suggests that different types of amyloid
may play different roles in the progression of
AD. We further report an elevated Ab40:Ab42

ratio in responders with CI, which is in agree-
ment with previous reports for individuals at
risk for AD [29, 37, 38], which is in agreement
with previous observations for AD pathogenesis
[21].

Prior studies have noted that T incompletely
follows A [25], and we suggest that one reason
for this mismatch is due to b-amyloid subtypes
(Ab40 and Ab42) differentially regulating the
course of T and N neuropathology. Notably, our
responder sample demonstrated associations for
Ab42 with CI and N, Ab40 with T and N, T with
CI, and Ab42 with Ab40. The fact that Ab42 and
Ab40 have these differential roles in the ATN
model underscores a possible explanation for
the previously reported mismatches between A
and T seen in imaging studies of AD. Indeed,

Fig. 4 Stratification by cognitive status (cognitively
impaired [CI, MoCA\ 23, n = 51] versus cognitively
normal [CN, MoCA[ 22, n = 347]). Multiple unpaired
t test analyses revealed that CI presented with significantly
higher difference in age: 3.09, SED = 1.21, p = 0.011,
q = 0.011, significantly lower Ab42 pg/ml: -1.08, SED =
0.385, p = 0.00, q = 0.010, significantly higher Ab40/
Ab42 ratio: 9, SED = 3.26, p = 0.006, q = 0.010, and
significantly higher N pg/ml: 1.53, SE = 0.788, p = 0.054,
q = 0.042, all of which survived FDR set at Q = 5%. Data
bars represent means, with error bars as standard devia-
tions. Y axis values are log10 (x)-transformed for compar-
ative presentation. pg/ml picograms per milliliter, CI
cognitively impaired, CN cognitively normal, SED stan-
dard error of difference
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from studies of histopathology, we see that Ab40

plays a critical role in modulating dense-core
plaque formation, which is critical in AD
pathogenesis [39], and Ab42, more commonly
present in diffuse plaques [40], are often collo-
cated with T [41], and more commonly evident
in the occipital lobe [42] in later stages of spo-
radic AD [43]. Furthermore, in neuroimaging
studies, we see dense-core Ab40 plaques that
tend to be smaller but denser than Ab42 diffuse
plaques [42]. Therefore, the two subtypes of b-
amyloid, though highly inter-related, could
result in both Ab42-related cognitive changes,
with a potentially slower onset of CI via chan-
ges in T through Ab40 and N. This further
highlights the temporal elements underscoring
the ATN model, where in certain cases Ab40 may
be more prominent in leading towards T and N,
in the absence of pronounced Ab42 accumula-
tion. Indeed, studies have demonstrated inverse
associations between plasma Ab42/Ab40 ratios
and high cortical A burden [29], which taken
together with our report highlights the role for

Ab40 in the ATN model. Interestingly, prior
work from our lab demonstrated that in WTC
responders with PTSD, Ab42/Ab40 ratios were
higher [44], suggesting a leading elevation in
Ab42 when applying the ATN model to WTC-
PTSD.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

This is the first study to apply the ATN research
framework using an ultrasensitive multiplex
array of plasma-based neuropathological
biomarkers in a large, well-characterized sample
of individuals at midlife—the WTC responder
cohort. In addition, while prior imaging studies
are able to identify ATN, they lack specificity in
their ability to differentiate between Ab40 and
Ab42, which this study accomplishes. Further-
more, the GSEM analytical approach used to
determine and examine plasma ATN in WTC
responders allows for examination of associa-
tions of predictors with non-normal

Table 2 Model fit statistics to determine pathway analysis model selection

Pathway Akaike
information
criteria

Bayesian
information
criteria

Improvement in model fit compared to
demographically adjusted base model

Change in
fit (2–1)

(1) Ab42 ? Ab40 10,339.25 10,388.24 -180.37 19.62

(2) Ab40 ? Ab42 10,358.87 10,407.86 -160.75

(1) Ab42 ? T 10,511.5 10,560.49 -8.12 6.03

(2) T ? Ab42 10,517.53 10,566.52 -2.09

(1) Ab42 ? N 10,475.18 10,524.16 -44.44 33.23

(2) N? Ab42 10,508.41 10,557.4 -11.21

(1) Ab40 ? T 10,518.64 10,567.63 -0.98 -9.49

(2) T ? Ab40 10,509.15 10,558.13 -10.47

(1) Ab40 ? N 10,467.95 10,516.93 -51.67 29.41

(2) N? Ab40 10,497.36 10,546.35 -22.26

(1) T ? N 10,519.85 10,568.83 0.23 1.67

(2) N? T 10,521.52 10,570.51 1.9

The smallest Akaike/Bayesian information criteria, denoted in bold, indicate the best-fitting directional pathway. All models
adjusted for associations between age and all outcomes
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distributions, thus enabling us to fully charac-
terize the peripheral distribution of Ab40, Ab42,
T and N.

Nevertheless, this study lacked an external
control group with which to compare periph-
eral levels of ATN. Since the present report was
an initial and exploratory application of the
ATN research framework for these blood-based
biomarkers in a population of WTC responders
with a spectrum of cognitive impairment, we
propose that future such investigations with
this cohort employ an external control group in
order for the findings to be more generalizable.
Furthermore, this study focused on an occupa-
tional population of adults exposed to the
unique events of the WTC attacks and the
chronic aftermath of recovery efforts within
New York City, a geographic region where
responders also resided. Though the use of
GSEM represents a notable strength of this
study, it nevertheless does not permit the cal-
culation of a fit statistic (RMSEA) that is com-
monly employed in SEM. Finally, we measured
plasma total tau as a marker for T and not

plasma phospho-tau181. Whilst both have been
demonstrated to effectively distinguish between
AD and cognitively normal subjects in a clinical
setting, pTau181 has been reported to be a more
sensitive and specific predictor of elevated brain
Ab and was associated with tau PET, whereas
total tau was associated with cortical thickness
in AD signature regions [45], which is an asso-
ciation that applies to our finding of reduced
cortical thickness in the WTC responder popu-
lation [46]. Therefore, future pathway analyses
and considerations of the ATN model in AD
pathogenesis should not only account for both
subtypes of b-amyloid, but should also take into
account both isoforms of plasma tau. These
factors limit the generalizability of the findings
in our study. However, prior studies in our
group with the WTC responder population have
provided extensive characterizations for the role
of neuro-behavioral symptoms of PTSD and
major depressive disorder (MDD) and their
associations with CI [2, 6, 8, 28, 47]. Therefore,
we encourage future studies that aim to exam-
ine the neurobiology of such neurobehavioral

Fig. 5 Pathway analysis examining the linkages between
demographic and neuropathological features and risk of
cognitive impairment in World Trade Center responders.
Results expressed as unstandardized beta coefficients,
(standard error), p values. Only significant results are
shown. The likelihood ratio test showed no loss of

information in the model presented here as compared with
the saturated model (v29 = -9.90, p = 1.000). Ab b-
amyloid, T total tau, N neurofilament-light
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disorders in WTC responders to employ the
ATN research framework and novel modeling
approaches we report here.

CONCLUSIONS

The current ATN model of AD does not specify
the subtype of b-amyloid to be considered.
Here, we demonstrate that Ab40 levels are
important indicators for T and N, and although
Ab40 and Ab42 were strongly interrelated, they
do not co-occur uniformly, such that some
individuals may develop Ab42 but not Ab40, or
the inverse. If so, then there may be adults who
appear A? on a neuroimaging scan but never
develop Ab40 dense-core plaques. Conversely,
some individuals with rapid Ab40 may not
attain the levels of global b-amyloid deposition
necessary to be considered A?, potentially
earning the diagnosis of primary age-related
tauopathy (PART) [48] or suspected non-Alz-
heimer’s disease pathophysiology (SNAP) [49].
Therefore, the present study suggests that when
considering the current ATN model of AD in a
clinical setting, we may be overlooking the dif-
ferential roles that the two b-amyloid subtypes
play in the pathological cascade. Furthermore,
the present report highlights the applicability
and utility of employing analysis of peripheral
ATN biomarkers to study and further under-
stand the underlying neurobiological etiology
for the CI observed in this population. Com-
bined with molecular imaging methodologies
that directly interrogate levels of cortical ATN,
future investigations utilizing a concurrent
imaging and peripheral ATN investigation offer
a powerful arsenal of useful biomarkers to help
better understand the observed CI in this
population.
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